I n the treatment of numerical models of symmetrical vortices, balanced radial and vertical velocity components may be obtained from a diagnostic equation first derived by Eliassen. However, when this equation is applied to vortices which resemble tropical cyclones, one finds hypcrbolicity in regions where saturated ascent is accompanied by conditional static instability. Eliassen suggests that thc equation can, nevertheless, be solved as a boundaryvalue problem through an iterative tcchnique and predicts that the iterations will producc a solution in the form of a convergent geometric series. We have applied Eliassen's procedure to two vorticcs. For the first of these, we obtained the numerical values of the first three terms in the series. The results do not confirm Eliassen's suggesbion concerning the bchavior of the ratio of successive terms in the scries. I n the second case, 27 tcrms of the series were obtained. I-rerc, convergence does appear to take place but not in the manner predicted by Eliassen's geomctric formula.
INTRODUCTION 2. THE DIAGNOSTIC MODEL
Staff members of the National Hurricane Research Project are currently conducting numerical experiments with a model designed to study the intensification of warm-core tropical cyclones. To obtain balanced initial conditions, the initial vertical and radial wind components, in the form of a Stokes stream function, are obtained by a diagnostic procedure developed by Eliassen [ Eliassen's procedure leads to a second order, linear, partial differential equation for the stream function. I n the cases which we have treated, the diagnostic equation is hyperbolic in regions where saturated ascent is accompanied by conditional static instability.
According to Eliassen [3] , it may be possible to circumvent this difficulty as follows. A solution for a dry atmosphere should first, be obtained. The latent heat term should then be calculated from t,he dry vertical motions and used as a forcing function to obtain a second solution to the diagnostic equation. The latent heat term is recalculated on the basis of the vertical motions obtained from the second solution. A third solution to the diagnostic equation is then obtained and so on. Eliassen [3] argued that the successive corrections would form a convergent geometric series provided that the lapse rate did not approach the dry adiabatic lapse rate. If this is indeed so, the solution to the problem could be obtained from the dry solution and the first two wet corrections. The calculations reported on below shed some light on the validity of Eliassen's method.
We treat a circularly symmetrical inodel. At the initial instant, and for a short period thereafter, we assume gradient balance. But use of cylindrical coordinates, vg is the tangential wind component, r is the radial co-. ordinate, f is the Coriolis parameter. e is the potential temperature and 4 is defined by
where p is pressure, p , is 1000 mb., R is t,lie specific gas constant for dry air, and c, is the specific heat capacity a t constant pressure for dry air. The absolut,e angular momentum per unit mass,
is used to eliminate 00 from equation (1) . This gives
(4)
Equation (4) of equation (7) is treated as follows. When w is positive,
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Sf=-+-L -bq,,
A difference analogue t o (13) has been applied to the region of the r-z plane delineated by
is 1000 h i . and H is the 100-mb. height of the mean tropical atmosphere (also assumed to be the height of the tropopause). The meridional circulation is assumed to be closed with the boundary taken as the $=0 streamline.
To evaluate the forcing functions, F and G, certain additional boundary conditions were assumed. At z=O, we took
is tested for sign. I€ S' is positive, S is calculated with y = l . However, if S' is negative, S is set equal to zero.
Physically, this amounts to the assumption that not all of the released latent heat warms the dry air but rather that a certain portion of it is used to evaporate liquid water. If L* (in equation (13)) were evaluated explicitly in terms o€ $, the coefficient, C, would be zero at t,he points where S was set to zero. Hence, our procedure produces weaker hyperbolicity than would otherwise be the case. However, as noted earlier, Eliassen suggested that k=0.5 only €or the case where C=O.
The Equations (26) and (28) were used in the evaluation of F while (27) and (31) were used in obtaining G. In the experiments reported on below, KH was set equal to zero. I During the calculations for Experiment I, a magnetic tapc failure occurred just after the completion of the $2 evaluation. Because of a change in the design of our prognostic experiment, we lost interest in this vortex and, as a result, the diagnostic calculation was not restarted and, hence, not carried to its logical conclusion. are applied to &. Figure 5 shows the vertical velocities associated with each of these stream €unctions. Notice that close to the vortex center w1, if. smaller than both wo and w2. This oscillation in the corrections to w would lead one to suspect that a solution based solely on the first few wet corrections might be in error. Figure 6 shows (a) the ratio ICl=A2$/A,$, (b) the dry O F static stability bO/bz, and (c) the wet static stability --..
-.
We note that k, shows a varia-I_ tion with static stability which is inverse to that predicted by Eliassen [3] . Largest values of k, occur in the high -troposphere where the static stability is largest. IC, de--creases downward from this region as the static stability also decreases. The fact that IC, is negative close to the It is clear that Eliassen's deductions concerning the behavior of the k-values are not valid for this particular vortex.
.'
-rortex center and greater than one in the high troposphere is an extremely disturbing result. . . . +A,& was considered to be J/, the solution o€ the boundary value problem. We feel that the fact that we were able to obtain convergence to within the relaxation tolerance is evidence in support of Eliassen's contention that equation (24) will, at least in some cases, give the solution to the wet boundary value problem.
The temperature anomalies, the sea level pressure profile, and the gradient winds for Experiment I1 are shown, respectively, by figures 7, S, and 9. K,, a t sea level, was set equal to 10 set.-' and allowed to vary in a linear fashion to zero a t the 100-nib. surface. C, and T,,, have the same values as in Experiment I. Figure   10 shows I,+,-,, GI, and The general vertical expansion of the circulation wit,h successive corrections, noted in Experiment I, is also found here. $14 is shown because urI4 differs from vrz6 by less than decimeters per second and wI4 differs from wze by less than centimeters per second. q14 would probably be adequate input to our prognostic model.
We will not discuss Figure 11 shows w,, w,, wL4, and wz6. and figure 13 which shows the wet and dry static stabilities for Experiment 11. These two figures, together with figure 6 , strongly support the conclusion that the IC, tend to increase in magnitude with increasing static stability . Figure 12 shows that the magnitude of k, exceeds unity over a substantial portion of the troposphere. Note, however, that the area covered by (k,[ >1 diminishes
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FIGURE 8.-Experiment 11, sea level pressure as a function of radius. 
